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[1] The composition and structure of neutral exospheres
imbedded in the solar wind can be determined by
measurements of their pickup ion progeny. Using Earth’s
Moon as the parent body, we consider transport of pickup
ions from their birthplaces to measurement sites on possible
spacecraft orbits. An ion observed to have a specific mass
and velocity at a spacecraft position can be mapped back to
its point of birth on the surface or in the atmosphere. Ion
measurements of this type are shown to be a sensitive way
to map the composition of surfaces and atmospheres of
bodies with surface bound exospheres. Citation: Hartle,

R. E., and R. Killen (2006), Measuring pickup ions to characterize

the surfaces and exospheres of planetary bodies: Applications

to the Moon, Geophys. Res. Lett., 33, L05201, doi:10.1029/

2005GL024520.

1. Introduction

[2] Measurement of the ion components born from
neutral exospheres imbedded in the solar wind can be
used to determine the composition and structure of the
parent neutral exospheres [Hartle et al., 1973; Hartle and
Thomas, 1974; Elphic et al., 1990; Luhmann, 1996]. The
ion pickup process has been observed and verified for
more than two decades, including pickup ions born from
cometary comas, exospheres, and interstellar gases. Several
observations [Mall et al., 1998; Hilchenbach et al., 1992]
of lunar pickup ions have been reported from passing
spacecraft, including observations of metallic elements
presumably sputtered from the lunar surface. In the fol-
lowing, all analysis is applied to the Moon. In this case,
ions are formed primarily by photoionization, surface
sputtering, electron impact and charge exchange, and
subsequently picked up and accelerated by the motional
electric field, E = �Vb � B, where Vb is the solar wind
bulk velocity and B the magnetic field. The unique orbital
characteristics of pickup ions make it possible to infer
important details about their sources. With the exception of
H+, ion gyroradii are much greater than their source gas
scale heights for typical solar wind conditions. For a given
ion mass, an ion mass spectrometer (IMS) in polar orbit
about the Moon will measure ions produced at increasing
distances from the spacecraft as the spectrometer measures
increasing energies. Measuring even higher energies, the

spectrometer will observe exospheric ions from even
greater distances until a point is reached where the source
is weak and the ion flux becomes undetectable. In some
instances, on portions of spacecraft orbits, an IMS will
measure ions originating on the surface. There are several
advantages to this approach, including the ability to
determine the neutral exosphere below the spacecraft orbit
instead of just along the spacecraft track, and the ability to
map surface mineralogy and composition through sputtered
ions. As will become clear below, when an ion’s mass,
energy and velocity vector are observed by an IMS, its
trajectory can be mapped back to its source point, where a
time-of-flight (TOF) capability is assumed for mass deter-
mination. Such mapping requires knowledge of the solar
wind velocity, Vb, and the interplanetary magnetic field
(IMF), B.

2. Approach

[3] The Earth’s Moon is a largely unmagnetized, non-
conducting body and is therefore, to first order, subject to
the undeflected flux of the solar wind, except when the
Moon is inside the Earth’s magnetosphere. There is evi-
dence that the solar wind acts as a powerful agent to eject
energetic atoms and molecules from the surface rocks. In
particular, highly stripped heavy ions are extremely efficient
at sputtering the surface, and they may play a major role in
sputtering [Shemansky, 2003]. The yield is highly species
dependent and not accurately known [Aumayr and Winter,
2003].
[4] We consider transport of pickup ions from their

birthplaces to measurement sites on possible spacecraft
orbits about the Moon. In order to determine the ion
trajectory one must know the electric and magnetic fields
along the ion path to the detector. To simplify our calcu-
lations in this preliminary paper, we assume uniform and
steady fields, with B perpendicular to Vb. The electric fields
at and above the lunar surface are the result of both the
motional field (�Vb � B)) and the fields due to surface
charging. When the lunar pickup ions are born, their
energies are just a few eV or less. They are accelerated by
the motional electric field up to 2 times the solar wind
speed, corresponding to hundreds of eV’s. For simplicity,
therefore, we make the reasonable approximation that the
ions are born at zero velocity. In this case, when Vb is in the
x-direction, B is in the z-direction, resulting in E = �Vb �
B in the y-direction, the pickup ion trajectories are the
simple cycloids

x ¼ xo � rg qpþ sin qð Þ ð1aÞ

y ¼ yo þ rg 1þ cos qð Þ ð1bÞ
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having velocity components

Vx ¼ Vb 1þ cos qð Þ ð2aÞ

Vy ¼ Vb sin q ð2bÞ

where xo and yo are the x and y coordinates of an ion’s
birthplace and rg = mVb/qB is the ion gyroradius of an ion
of mass m and electric charge q. We assume throughout that
Vb and B are in the ecliptic plane, the y-axis points to lunar
north, Vb is 400 km s�1 and B is 10 nT. The angle between
the solar wind background velocity, Vb, and the velocity of
a pickup ion, v, is q, where v is measured in the frame
moving with velocity Vb. This angle, q, is defined in the
velocity space shown in Figure 1, where all velocities are
normalized by the solar wind speed Vb. In the inertial frame,
a complete cycloid includes �p � q � p, where the ions are
born with V = 0 at q = p, attain a speed of V = 2Vb at q = 0
and complete the cycle at q = �p with V = 0. We note that
an ion’s angular frequency w = qB/m = � dq/dt,.
Furthermore, V is the total ion speed in the inertial frame
and rgw = Vb. Since the gyroradius simply scales with mass,
and the gyroradius of helium is nearly as large as the lunar
radius, all heavier ions will have gyroradii much larger than
the lunar radius. The distance traveled in one cycloid is
increasingly large for heavier ions. In contrast, the atmo-
spheric scale height, H = kT/mg, used here for simplicity,
varies inversely with mass, where k is Boltzmann’s
constant, T is the local surface temperature of the Moon,
and g is the acceleration of gravity at the lunar surface.

Consequently, the ratio, rg/H, varies as m2, increasing
rapidly with mass as shown in Table 1, where T is the sub-
solar temperature, 385 K, throughout.
[5] The phase space densities of the pickup ions in the

source region are expected to be affected by the spatial
distributions of the source gases and the ion gyroradii. This
behavior has been illustrated by Hartle and Sittler [2004]
using a simple model with a one dimensional neutral
atmosphere whose jth density is Nj = N0je

x/H, where N0j is
the jth density at the observation point. They have shown,
from a solution to the Vlasov equation describing pickup
ions that in addition to the independent variable, V, the
pickup ion velocity distribution function, f(V; rg/H), is
explicitly dependent on the ratio, rg/H. Using the lunar based
parameters of Table 1, the velocity distributions, f(V/Vb), are
shown in Figure 2, where V has been normalized by Vb.
These results, based on a one dimensional atmosphere are

Figure 1. Velocity of ion in units of background flow
speed, Vb, as a function of gyro angle, q, between Vb and v,
the velocity in the moving frame. The total velocity of the
ion, V, varies in magnitude from 0 to 2Vb (as q varies from
p to 0, respectively) as the ion gyrates around the magnetic
field line.

Table 1. Pickup Ion Parameters at Earth’s Moon

Pickup Ion H+ He+ CH4
+ Na+ S+ Ar+ Fe+

Gyroradius, km 416 1664 6656 9568 13300 16600 23300
Neutral Scale
Height, km

1990 498 124 87 62 50 36

Gyroradius/Scale
Height, rg/H

0.208 3.34 53.5 110 214 332 647

Figure 2. Velocity distribution function, f, in the ion
source region originating from a one dimensional atmo-
sphere. The distributions are normalized (see text). V is the
rest frame velocity and Vb is the background solar wind
plasma flow velocity. This shows that H+ ions are prevalent
at most velocities, up to the cutoff speed of 2Vb. As the ion
masses increase (and rg/H � m2 increases), the upper
velocity range becomes less populated. For the heaviest
ions, the observable range is restricted to low speeds as the
ion fluxes become more beam-like.

Figure 3. Selected mass 4 amu (black) pickup-ion
trajectories originating along their line of origins (red) and
passing through I along the spacecraft orbit (green). The
dashed lines are essentially unoccupied cycloids containing
very few ions produced several He scale heights away.
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only intended to qualitatively illustrate the effects of the
spatial variations of source gases on the ion velocity distri-
bution functions. The resulting distributions should most
closely correspond to these effects when the coordinate
origin is placed at the solar wind sub-flow point on the
Moon. The distributions here and throughout have been
divided by 2rgRjN0j/Vb

3, where Rj is the ionization rate of the
jth species. Because the gyroradius of H+ is only a fraction
of its neutral scale height (less than a quarter), the full range
of possible velocities could be easily observed by an IMS,
up to the maximum speed of 2Vb. As the gyroradius
becomes larger than a scale height, in the case of He+, fewer
high velocity ions can be observed. For Na+, only the first
12% of the possible velocities have a large probability of
being realized (Figure 2). For the heaviest ions, the velocity
range is restricted to low values, yielding beamlike ion
fluxes, where the ions only execute a small portion of the
cycloid before being detected.

3. Results

[6] Pickup ions passing through an observation point
(Ox, Oy) will originate from the locus of points:

xo lð Þ ¼ Ox þ rg lpþ sinlð Þ ð3aÞ

yo lð Þ ¼ Oy � rg 1þ coslð Þ ð3bÞ

which describes a cycloidal, parametric curve in l. In
Figure 3 we show two possible trajectories (black) of ions of
mass 4 launched on the line of origins (red). The spacecraft
orbit, shown in green, is assumed to be at 100 km
throughout this paper. The dashed curves represent the
portion of the cycloid that is essentially unoccupied because

the ions traveling here are much fewer in number relative to
those on the last ‘‘hop’’ before passing through I. The lower
number is due to such ions being born several neutral scale
heights away, where the source strength has e-folded several
times. Both of the ions in Figure 3 can be detected at the
spacecraft at point I but their velocities are distinct and are
given by evaluating (2a) and (2b) at the angle q on each
trajectory at point I. This can be done by selecting a point of
origin from (3a) and (3b), substituting it in (1a) and (1b),
solving for q when (x, y) = (Ox, Oy) and substituting it in
(2a) and (2b) to obtain (Vx, Vy). The kinetic energy, e, at the
observation point is obtained from these velocities or the
relation e = mVb

2(1 + cos l).’’In Figure 4 we plot separate
lines of origins for several ion species, all of which pass
through a point I on a spacecraft orbit. Thus, every ion of a
given mass, created on its line of origins, will pass through
the observation point, I. Although a large portion of the
cycloid is shown for H+, given a scale height of almost
2000 km, the portion shown represents only half a scale
height. The full range of possible velocities should therefore
be detected, and each will have a distinct point of origin on
the curve labeled M = 1. For iron, with mass 56 and a scale
height of 36 km, almost all of the neutral iron will reside
below the spacecraft orbit. In fact two different but small
ranges of gyroangles will be seen at the spacecraft for
masses greater than 16, where the separation in the angular
ranges result from the excluded points on the line of origins
below the surface.

Figure 4. Red lines represent the locus of points (lines of
origins) along which an ion of mass, M amu, could be
created and detected at the orbital position, I, where the
curves intersect. For heavy ions, these curves intersect the
Moon’s surface. No trajectories originate beneath
the surface. Therefore, except for H and He, the spacecraft
will observe ions originating from the two segments of each
line of origins above the Moon’s surface.

Figure 5. The curves in black and magenta represent the
trajectories of ions of mass 16 amu (O) originating in the
atmosphere or on the surface (blue), respectively, and
detected by a spacecraft at an observation point, I. Note that
the higher energy ions come from greater distances to the
observation points.
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[7] Figure 5 illustrates three 16 amu ion trajectories, two
from the atmosphere and one from the surface that will be
detected at point I. Ions born at large distances from the
spacecraft have traveled over a larger angular distance, and
hence are detected with greater velocities. In this example,
an ion trajectory from the surface is shown, which would
have higher energies at I than those born closer to I. An
IMS would not detect an ion at an energy just above that
of the surface ion, since that part of the line of origins
would be below the surface (see Figure 4). At an even
higher energy, the line of origins would reappear above the
surface, permitting measurements of atmospheric pickup as
indicated. Similarly, the observed velocity distribution
would vanish for those energies corresponding to the
points on the line of origins below the surface. If the
source strength of ions coming from the surface is greater
than that of the adjacent atmosphere, it should appear as
an increase in the distribution at that point. If the surface
source is weaker than that of the atmosphere, then only an
upper limit on its strength could be made. Figure 6 shows
trajectories of 40 amu ions originating both at the surface
(magenta trajectories) and in the atmosphere (black trajec-
tories). Both argon and potassium are known to exist in
the lunar atmosphere and thus represent a potential ambi-
guity. However, potassium can be seen from the Earth
with optical telescopes, and its distribution can therefore
potentially be separated from that of argon. Although the
natural abundance of 40Ar is 99.6% and that of 40Ca is
96.9%, calcium is probably a minor constituent of the
atmosphere. The fractional abundance of 40K is only
0.001, but it is important as a radiogenic tracer.
[8] The measurement approach works best during quiet

solar wind times, away from discontinuity fronts and
shocks. The time scales for solar wind velocity changes
are usually greater than those for magnetic field variations.
Microscale magnetic field fluctuations in the interplanetary
medium at 1 AU, with periods from 25 s to 107 min, have
been analyzed by Belcher and Davis [1971]. It takes about
1.3 s for a 16 amu ion to travel from its origin at y = 0 to
the observation site I in Figure 5. Using the shortest
fluctuation period of 25 s and an amplitude of 2 nT,
identified by Belcher and Davis [1971] as quiet, we obtain
an uncertainty in x and y of 2.2 km and 15 km, respec-

tively, corresponding to less than 2 percent uncertainty in
the total traversals of each.

4. Conclusions

[9] The high sensitivity of an IMS to detect low flux
levels of pickup ions has been discussed by Hartle et al.
[1973]. Such sensitivity can be valuable in the determining
the densities of the ions’ source gases. Table 2 shows the
minimum detectable neutral densities obtained from an IMS
with an ion flux sensitivity of 100 cm�2 s�1, as used by
Hartle et al. [1973]. These densities are compared with the
currently known densities or their upper limits [Stern,
1999]. In most instances, the lower limits of neutral exo-
sphere densities (and sputtered particle sources) that can be
obtained from measurements of pickup-ion velocities, en-
ergies and masses are much lower than those from other
techniques.
[10] When the gyroradius is much greater than the neutral

scale height (most cases), the total source contributing to the
ions measured with a specific mass, energy and velocity
vector can be mapped to a single source point. Assuming a
polar orbit, the distances an ion can be accelerated in the
motional electric field before reaching the spacecraft orbit
can be as large as the spacecraft altitude at the pole, and
over half a planetary radius when born in the subsolar
region. Thus, it is possible to derive neutral exospheric
densities at a wide range of points, given the ionization
rates. When this measurement scheme is carried out on
numerous orbits of a mission, it will be possible to derive
neutral exospheric densities of all those species whose
pickup ions can be measured. Complications include the
possibility of mini-magnetospheres on the lunar surface, and
ions born in craters whose trajectories are interrupted by
crater walls.
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